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Accessories
- intermediate flange with V-ring as protection

against escaping gases
(for 0.05-0.12 kW agitators, other sizes upon
request).

for motor BG 63 Part No. 32306
for motor BG 71 Part No. 35725

General
In metering technology, agitators are useful accessories
in order to mix the media to be metered homogeneously.
Especially in the case of powdery additives or liquids
which are difficult to dilute, the high-speed propeller
agitators are essential.
Suspensions must be circulated permanently or at least
periodically so that the distribution of the substance
remains homogeneous. A (time) switch working
synchronously with the metering pump is recommended.
Agitators must always be protected against dry
operation.

Drive
AC or 3-phase current motors are connected directly to
the agitator shaft. A 3-phase current motor 230/400V,
IP55, ISO Cl. F (type JR ... DS), is supplied as standard
the version. In the case of AC operation, the 3-phase
current motor is equipped with an operating capacitor
(type JR ... WS).

Mixing equipment
The agitators are fitted with a three-blade PVDF or
stainless steel propeller which is connected to the shaft
via a RH thread. Thus the fixed sense of rotation is also
to the right, if looked at the motor fan, in order to avoid
the propeller to be detached. The pitch of the propeller
blades is left-handed so that the media to be mixed is
delivered towards the bottom.

Agitator shaft
The agitator shafts are mounted directly on the motor
shaft. They are available in stainless steel, stainless steel
with PVDF coating or stainless steel with PP coating.
Standard lengths according to the following tables are
recommended, other lengths can be supplied upon
request. The length should be determined so that the
distance of the mixing equipment from the tank bottom
equals the diameter of the agitator.

Design
The selection of the agitator depends on whether easily
soluble substances are used or badly mixable emulsions/
suspensions are to be stabilized. The latter require higher
power input for the same tank size and maybe continous
operation instead of intermittant operation.

Technical data

Effervescent and aggressive media
Escaping gases and splashes may damage the motor
of the standard version. Therefore the agitator shaft
should be equipped with a protective PP sheet with V-
ring sealing, if necessary. It can be supplied additionally
in connection with JR - WS and JR - DS-type agitators.

Other motor versions and shaft
lengths upon request.

epyT lanimoN lanimoN gnitalucriC knaT relleporP
rewop deeps rewop ezis retemaid

]Wk[ ]nim/1[ m[ 3 ]h/ ]mm[
SW...RJ 90.0 0241 05~ l003otpu 001
SD...RJ 21.0 0731 07~ l005otpu 001
SW...RJ 81.0 0541 07~ l005morf 001
SD...RJ 52.0 0241 07~ l005morf 001
SD...RJ 73.0 0041 001~ l0001otpu 521

57.0 002~ l0003otpu 051
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Rührerdrm. + 50mm

Strömungsbrecher

Saugleitung

Rührerdurchmesser

Notes on installation
It may be useful to provide flow breakers in the tank.
The agitator must not be installed concentrically in the
tank in order to minmize funnel formation. Suction lines
must be rigid. Flexible lines would wind around the
agitator shaft. To make sure that metering is not affected
the funnel produced during agitation does not allow air
to enter into suction line. Therefore the suction line must
be installed with the largest possible distance to the
agitator. It can be useful to install the flow breaker in
front of the suction line so that the funnel flow has no
effect.

Installation example

Agitator diameter + 50mm

Suction line

Flow breaker

Agitator diameter
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Selection table

*) propeller in PVDF, stainless steel propeller upon request.
Shaft end fitting: PVDF standard,  stainless steel on request.

.oNtraP .oNtraP .oNtraP .oNtraP
tfahS rotomhtiw rotomhtiw rotomhtiw rotomhtiw

epyT htgnel *lairetam-tfahS Wk90.0 Wk21.0 Wk81.0 Wk52.0
SW...RJ 005 leetssselniatS 10300631 - - -

1V032( )~ detaoc-FDVP 20300631 - - -
007 leetssselniatS 30300631 - - -

detaoc-FDVP 40300631 - - -
008 leetssselniatS 31300631 - - -

detaoc-FDVP 51300631 - - -
009 leetssselniatS 50300631 - 50400631 -

detaoc-FDVP 60300631 - 60400631 -
0001 leetssselniatS 91300631 - 91400631 -

detaoc-FDVP 02300631 - 02400631 -
SD...RJ 005 leetssselniatS - 70300631 - -

3V004( )~ detaoc-FDVP - 80300631 - -
007 leetssselniatS - 90300631 - -

detaoc-FDVP - 01300631 - -
008 leetssselniatS - 41300631 - -

detaoc-FDVP - 61300631 - -
009 leetssselniatS - 11300631 - 11400631

detaoc-FDVP - 21300631 - 21400631
0001 leetssselniatS - 12300631 - 12400631

detaoc-FDVP - 22300631 - 22400631

.oNtraP .oNtraP
tfahS lairetamtfahS rotomhtiw rotomhtiw

epyT htgnel relleporp/ Wk73.0 Wk57.0
SD...RJ 0001 1754.1/1754.1 10500631 -

3V004( )~ FDVP/PP 20500631 -
0021 2754.1/1754.1 11500631 -

FDVP/PP 21500631 -
0021 3754.1/1754.1 - 12500631

FDVP/PP - 22500631
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Dimensions

Agitator JR as standard version

Dimension table [dimensions in mm]

ezisrotoM PØ-egnalF KØ NØ R T SØ DØ 1L 2L
Wk21.0/90.0 041 511 59 51 9 5.9Øx4 001 otrefer 591
Wk52.0/81.0 061 031 011 - 9 5.9Øx4 001 elbatnoitceles 022
Wk73.0 061 031 011 - 9 5.9Øx4 521 102
Wk57.0 002 561 031 - 01 5.11Øx4 051 232

10.04


